KYOCERA AVX Interconnect continues to develop unique connectors to fill the gap in the market. The newest addition to KYOCERA AVX’s broadening line of one piece card edge connectors is the 2p-12p linear card edge version with spring contact 9159-700/760, which is extension of popular linear card edge versions 9159-000 and 9159-060.

This new connector is with spring gold (or tin) plated BeCu contacts and provide high electrical and mechanical performance suitable for harsh environment like automotive. There are available two versions – closed side 9159-700 and open side 9159-760. Optionally is available plating option Sn.

The proven contact system has easy installation without soldering, enhanced reliability, signal integrity and up to 2A/contact current rating. The connector is designed for mating PCB board with 1.5mm (+/- 0.15mm) thickness and gold (or tin) plated pads.

**APPLICATIONS**

Provides a one-piece connector solution for linear PCB mating:
- Automotive Lighting
- Transportation Lighting
- LED Lighting
- Industrial

**KEY SPECIFICATIONS**

- Voltage Rating: 150 VAC (RMS) or DC Equivalent
- Current Rating: Up to 2 Amps/Contact
- Operating Temperature: -40 °C to +130 °C
- Durability: Tin= 20 Cycles, Gold= 1,000 Cycles

**TOP SELLING POINTS / CHARACTERISTICS**

- Ruggedized linear card edge
- Up to 2 Amps per contact current rating meets robust application requirements
- Gold (or tin) plated (nickel underplate) BeCu contact system for high reliability in harsh environments
- High electrical and mechanical performance
- Easy Installation
FAQ’S

Q: What is special about the 9159-7X0’s contacts?
A: They are gold-plated (or tin) BeCU spring contacts for use in vibration applications vs. the 9159-0X0’s solid contact system.

Q: How many cycles are these connectors rated for?
A: The Tin-plated versions is rated up to 20 cycles and the Gold-plated version is rated up to 1,000 cycles.

Q: Are these UL rated?
A: Yes, they are rated to UL 1977.